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Abstract

Interactive rendering of direct illumination from area lights in virtual worlds has always proven to be challenging. In
this paper, we propose a deferred multi resolution approach for rendering direct illumination from area lights. Our
approach subdivides the screenspace into multi resolution 2D-fragments in which higher resolution fragments are
generated and placed in regions with geometric, depth and visibility-to-light discontinuities. Compared to former
techniques that use inter-fragment binary visibility test, our intra-fragment technique is able to detect shadow more
efficiently while using fewer fragments. We also make use of gradient information across our binary visibility tests to
further allocate higher resolution fragments to regions with larger visibility discontinuities. Our technique utilizes the
stream-compaction feature of the transform feedback shader (TFS) in the graphics shading pipeline to filter out frag-
ments in multiple streams for soft shadow refinement. The bindless texture extension in graphics pipeline allows us to
easily process all these generated fragments in an unsorted manner. A single pass screenspace irradiance upsampling
scheme which uses radial basis functions (RBF) with an adaptive variance scaling factor is proposed for interpolating
the generated fragments. This reduces artifacts caused by large fragments and it also requires fewer fragments to
produce reasonable results. Our technique does not require precomputations and is able to render diffuse materials at
interactive rates.
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1. Introduction1

Interactive rendering of direct illumination from area2

lights has often been constraint by the integration of the3

visibility function and radiance over the light surfaces.4

Direct illumination from area lights produces varying5

illuminated regions. These effects are usually visible as6

soft shadows. A complex scene with multiple objects7

of complex geometry usually requires a large amount8

of visibility samples to produce a noise-free image if9
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an area light is present. These illumination effects are10

essential for realism in virtual worlds.11

Several methods have been developed to render direct12

illumination from area lights. Monte Carlo approaches13

with distributed ray tracing can be used by taking nu-14

merous shadow rays per pixel, restricting the rays to15

the solid angle extended by the lights. There exist real-16

time methods such as variance shadow maps (VSM) [1]17

and convolution shadow maps (CSM) [2], that avoid18

the computation overheads of Monte Carlo methods.19

Nevertheless, these methods approximate visibility by20

blurring edges in shadow maps, which only produces a21

rough approximation of visibility. This rough approxi-22
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mation would not be sufficient for realism as they tend23

to produce overly smooth shadows edges. In our work,24

we rely on point sampling on the light source for more25

accurate results.26

Multi resolution rendering [3] is an effective adaptive27

sampling method for reducing samples in screenspace.28

While standard Monte Carlo approaches [4] and dis-29

tributed ray tracing techniques [5] emphasize on con-30

centrating more samples and rays on difficult regions to31

allow an estimated value to converge per pixel, multi32

resolution rendering instead focuses on finding ways to33

share and re-use information between large areas of pix-34

els. Its concept is similar to irradiance caching [6], in35

which samples in low-varying illuminated regions can36

be re-used for computing illumination information for37

areas without samples. However, existing multi reso-38

lution screenspace techniques are overly conservative39

which cause them to generate excessive fragments and40

visibility tests.41

In this paper, we aim to handle dynamic lights and42

viewpoints while interactively rendering direct illumi-43

nation from area lights for diffuse materials. Our tech-44

nique draws inspiration from the multi resolution ap-45

proach [3]. We present three main contributions in this46

work.47

• A screenspace sub-fragment visibility test (SFVT)48

for detecting shadow boundaries. We also pro-49

pose a gradient-aware soft shadow refinement50

(GASS) framework, which enables us to acceler-51

ate fragment refinement compared to former tech-52

niques. This greatly reduces the amount of visi-53

bility queries required between each mipmap level54

as well as reduces the total number of fragments55

generated compared to previous work.56

• A single pass upsampling method that approxi-57

mates shadow boundaries with scattered samples58

by radial basis functions (RBF). It is able to pro-59

duce high quality soft shadow boundaries with a60

reduced number of fragments.61

• A shadow refinement stage that fully utilizes the62

multiple stream-compaction feature of the graphics63

pipeline’s transform feedback shader (TFS). An ef-64

ficient bindless image rendering approach has been65

used to render fragments of different sizes.66

This paper is an extended version of a recently pub-67

lished work [7]. Additional comparisons between our68

work and former multi-resolution technique by Nichols69

et al.’s [8] are provided in Section 5. We explain the70

similarities and differences of our work to former multi-71

resolution techniques in Section 2.2. A much refined72

single pass upsampling method, which reduces fixed73

pattern noise from our previous work, is provided in74

Section 3.6. This single pass upsampling method has75

a lesser error compared to previous multi resolution ap-76

proaches. Additional figures on the stream-compaction77

method are added. Newer improvement in the graphics78

pipeline, which utilizes bindless texture rendering, have79

been used to accelerate the fragment generation process80

which will be described.81

2. Related Work82

2.1. Shadow Map Based Methods83

Standard shadow map techniques [9] can approxi-84

mate visibility fast and are commonly used in real-time85

applications. They operate by back-projecting a visi-86

ble point onto the light viewing plane. Comparisons are87

made between the projected visible points’ depths and88

the depths stored on the shadow map. However, stan-89

dard shadow maps are neither able to estimate penum-90

bra regions nor capable of generating soft edges. Fer-91

nando [10] proposed percentage-closer soft shadows92

(PCSS). PCSS gives an approximation for the penum-93

bra size and a filter corresponding to the penumbra size94

is used to take samples from a specific region on the95

shadow map. Schwärzler et al. [11] extended the PCSS96

by re-using visibility values across frames. Annen et97

al.’s [12] exponential shadow maps (ESM) replaced the98

binary output in visibility test to one with an exponen-99

tial function. The visibility function is smoothed with100

an exponential function, where the exponential func-101

tion used appears to overly smooth regions even with102

sharp visibility discontinuities. (VSM) [1] method cre-103

ates an upperbound for visibility probability, which usu-104

ally is an exact result when the receiver surface is par-105

allel to the light plane. However, in scenes with high106

depth complexity, such as having multiple overlapping107

receivers, high frequency light leaking artifacts can be108

observed. This is known as the ’non-planar’ condition,109

where the Chebyshev’s inequality gives a poor upper110

bound approximation due to high variance from samples111

in the filter. Variance soft shadow maps (VSSM) [13]112

on the other hand, made use of a kernel subdivision113

scheme, that identifies particular regions in the shadow114

map that are ’normal’ (regions with low variance) and115

’non-planar’. VSM can be used for regions that are116

’normal’, while PCSS works well for regions that are117

’non-planar’. Annen et al.’s [2] convolution shadow118

maps represent the visibility function in Fourier ba-119

sis functions which allows for filtering to be applied.120

These shadow maps are able to handle shadows in high121
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depth complexity environments but they only approx-122

imate visibilities by blurring areas near the penumbra.123

They only produce a rough approximation to the pixel124

visibility and do not take into consideration the nature of125

the light (e.g, shape of the light, normal of the light). He126

et al.’s [14] multi-rate shading algorithm detects shadow127

edges using depth derivatives on shadow map and forces128

their pipeline to perform shadow calculations for these129

identified locations at higher resolutions. Their method130

is similar to our work as it uses a multi resolution ap-131

proach in finding regions that require sampling at higher132

resolutions. However, using a single shadow map only133

limits the sampling on the area light source to a single134

point due to the perspective projection used. Although135

we can create multiple shadow maps to represent multi136

point sampling on area lights, performance issues such137

as a rise in textured memory and drop in rendering speed138

are expected.139

2.2. Multi Resolution Algorithms140

Direct illumination from area lights are known to vary141

smoothly across flat regions. Coarse sampling tech-142

niques, such as multi resolution splatting by Nichols et143

al. [8, 3, 15, 16], were devised previously to take advan-144

tage of this property. Multi resolution splatting proposes145

to dissect an image into patches known as fragments,146

where the fragment size depends on the depth, normal147

and illumination variations within the patch. As illumi-148

nation variation decreases, the illumination on a frag-149

ment can be represented using information from lower150

resolution fragments which reduces computation time.151

We improve on the work of multi resolution rendering.152

In Nichols et al’s work in [8], visibility discontinuity is153

detected by measuring bit differences within a neigh-154

bourhood of fragments. We instead choose to focus155

on discontinuity within the interior of a fragment and156

use a refinement scheme based on bit gradients which157

generates fewer fragments at faster rates. The standard158

multi resolution technique uses multiple passes of up-159

sampling and interpolation which tends to blur out illu-160

mination from different layers while our single pass up-161

sampling does not require that. Our sampling method162

gives greater weights to nearby higher resolution frag-163

ments such that texels, which require interpolation, can164

acquire more accurate values from higher resolution165

fragments near them. This also reduces artifacts re-166

lated to the lack of refinement in visibility discontinu-167

ities. Though these artifacts are not present in Nichols et168

al.’s work [8] due to their overly conservative diagonal169

refinement method, we show that those artifacts are re-170

producible (Section 3.6) when the number of fragments171

at these visibility discontinuities are reduced.172

2.3. Image Space Sparse Samples Reconstruction173

Image space methods perform per-pixel error esti-174

mates and allocate more samples to difficult regions us-175

ing various sampling techniques. A fixed set of sam-176

ples per pixel is initially used to obtain an error esti-177

mate and variance. Rousselle et al. [17] and Li et al.178

[18] aimed to focus on using bilateral filters to reduce179

the variance in filtered pixels. Every pixel has a vari-180

ance associated to it, and it is blurred respectively with181

a kernel of varying size depending on its variance. Simi-182

larly, Mehta et al. [19, 20] and Yan et al. [21] described183

how to analyze light field based on its frequency do-184

main. The image is later rendered with sparse samples185

for each pixel and filtered with a shear filter. All the186

works mentioned above focus on reducing samples per187

pixels while our approach focuses on reducing samples188

per fragment. However, their filtering methods are still189

complementary to ours in smoothing images. Skala [22]190

reconstructed images with sparsely distributed samples191

by radial basis functions, however these samples are re-192

constructed from a uniformly distributed set of samples193

in a stratified grid pattern and are not targeted at recon-194

structing illumination transitions.195

3. Our Direct Illumination Rendering Pipeline196

Figure 1 shows an overview of our deferred shad-197

ing method for diffuse materials. Our pipeline re-198

ceives input textures (depth, normal and albedo) from199

the screenspace deferred shading. A center stage con-200

verts these input textures into fragments based on dis-201

continuities in the normals, depth and visibility. The202

final rendered image is an overlayed result of the de-203

ferred shading using direct illumination multiplied by204

the albedo of visible objects. The red boxes indicate205

new methods added to the multi resolution pipeline [8].206

3.1. Overview207

The direct illumination stage starts by generating a208

multi resolution depth-curvature discontinuity mipmap.209

This depth-curvature discontinuity mipmap undergoes a210

thresholding process using a TFS, in which fragments211

that have geometric discontinuities are identified and212

generated in its relevant mipmap resolution. In our213

work, we refer to a fragment as a texel unit belonging214

to a mipmap level. In Figure 1, these fragments are rep-215

resented as square patches, where the cyan texels repre-216

sent fragments at the finest resolution. These fragments217

are transferred into our light culling and shadow refine-218

ment processes where they are processed again to detect219

visibility changes. After the process is completed, we220
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Figure 1: Complete pipeline of our direct illumination with area lights. Boxes in red indicate new proposed stages in the multi resolution framework.

have a set of ’stable’ fragments. The irradiance of all221

’stable’ fragments are computed for different mipmap222

levels and stored in a multi resolution texture known as223

the illumination texture. This texture is used in a single224

pass RBF interpolation process to approximate texels225

with no samples in the finest resolution irradiance tex-226

ture. The irradiance texture is multiplied by the albedo227

to obtain direct illumination.228

3.2. Geometric Discontinuity and Light Culling229

Here, we give a brief description of the initial frag-230

ment refinement stages, Geometric Discontinuity and231

Light Culling stages which are also described in Nichols232

et al.’s paper [8].233

3.2.1. Geometric Discontinuity234

Our first stage of multi resolution refinement receives235

the depth and normal curvature discontinuity mipmaps236

similar to Nichols et al. [3, 15, 16, 8]. This depth and237

curvature discontinuity maps are obtained by first ren-238

dering a scene as seen from the camera, as well as239

storing depth, normal and albedo into textures. Next,240

a depth derivative and normal curvature max-mipmap241

can be generated by downsampling the depth and nor-242

mal maps. This is generated from the maximum depth243

derivative from each of the four finer resolution tex-244

els. The normal curvature is computed by κx = 2 ∗245

sin(arccos(~N · ~Nx)/2), where ~N is the normal of the cur-246

rent texel and ~Nx is the normal of the neighbouring texel247

in the x-direction. The same is done for κy in the y-248

direction. The magnitude of both curvature derivatives249

are computed by
√
κ2

x + κ2
y . Fortunately, computing the250

derivative using neighbouring fragment information is a251

highly parallel process in the graphics shader pipeline.252

We currently restrict our depth discontinuity to only re-253

fine fragments up to 2x2 pixel size. This will avoid over-254

refinement caused by glancing camera angles on points255

far away from the camera.256

3.2.2. Light Culling257

Fragments in screenspace can be culled off easily us-258

ing the information of the location and orientation of the259

light. First, we can ignore any fragments on the light260

surface, since we do not render surface illumination on261

the light source. Secondly, we can detect geometry that262

are facing away from the light by testing ~N · ~L j, where ~L j263

is the vector from the fragment center to a corner on the264

light and ~N is the normal of the fragment center. We can265

discard the fragments if ~N · ~L j < 0 for all j on the light.266

The light culling step can be performed by ensuring that267

all fragments produced in the Geometric Discontinuity268

stage fulfill the front facing light condition.269
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3.3. Soft Shadow Refinement270

We illustrate our shadow refinement technique named271

sub-fragment visibility test (SFVT) in Figure 2. The272

shadow refinement pipeline retrieves fragments that273

have passed the depth, curvature and light culling tests.274

It further performs ray tracing tests to check whether275

these fragments receive consistent illumination from the276

area light. We describe the stages of our refinement277

method in this section.278

3.3.1. Sub-Fragment Visibility Test (SFVT)279

It is important to locate fragments where shadow280

boundaries are likely to appear. These fragments need281

further refinement to represent soft shadows. Shadow282

refinement is performed in Nichols et al. [8] by em-283

ploying ray tracing to 256 samples (Virtual Point Lights284

(VPLs)) on the light surface. The visibility to VPLs are285

stored in a 256 binary bit array, where each bit repre-286

sents the visibility to a light sample. The ray traced287

results are compared against their 8 neighbouring frag-288

ments in a 3x3 neighbourhood to check for discontinued289

visibility to the light samples. This requires 9 binary290

bit arrays to be computed for comparisons. If the vis-291

ibility bit arrays differ in the neighbourhood, the frag-292

ment is further subdivided. For this fragment refinement293

metric, comparisons are made against neighbouring in-294

formation outside the fragment instead of information295

purely within the fragment. This misalignment poten-296

tially causes unnecessary subdivisions as well as having297

potential misses for discontinuities within the fragment.298

In our work, instead of comparing the visibility bit ar-299

rays with neighbouring fragments, we compare the vis-300

ibility bit arrays computed from the 4 sub-fragments.301

This is because our refinement metric should be based302

on information located on the fragment of interest rather303

than information located outside of fragment. We refer304

to sub-fragments as evenly divided points within a frag-305

ment that are used for visibility testing. We check if306

the 4 sub-fragments’ visibility arrays differ from each307

other by a certain threshold. We use a threshold of 2 for308

small fragments of pixel size 1, 22 and 42. For larger309

fragments of 82 pixels and above, we use a threshold310

of 1. This threshold indicates that we flag a discontinu-311

ity for approximately 8.25% difference in visibility bits.312

We use a low threshold, compared to Nichols et al.’s313

work [8], for a few reasons. Firstly, their work was mea-314

suring visibility bit differences across larger distances,315

while we are measuring across smaller distances. We316

are expected to have smaller changes in visibility differ-317

ences compared to theirs. Secondly, we do not have318

a conservative diagonal refinement criteria like theirs319

which helps to generate extra fragments on the diago-320

nals. We have to rely on a low threshold to generate321

these fragments instead. Lastly, we made observations322

that the chance of a refinement being flagged is low if323

we only have a small number of VPLs and are using a324

high threshold. This applies to Nichols et al. [8] work as325

well. Our proposed method resolves the potential issues326

caused by misalignments in Nichols et al.’s [8] work.327

The number of bit arrays that we need to compute per328

fragment in Nichols et al.’s work [8] varies from 1 to329

9, while it is 4 in our case. Checking for discontinuity330

within itself also generates lesser fragments as discon-331

tinuities tend to be smaller when comparisons are done332

across smaller distances compared to those of larger dis-333

tances in neighbouring fragments. We note that it is re-334

dundant to further subdivide any fragments at the finest335

resolution, and hence these fragments should be ignored336

from the shadow refinement.337

This implementation is still too generic if applied to338

all fragments as larger fragments might require more339

sample points rather than four. The largest fragment size340

in our case is at 128x128 pixel resolution. Subdividing341

the fragment to four sub-fragments of size 64x64 would342

still be too coarse to detect any visibility change. We in-343

stead decide that fragments at mipmap level, m, which344

are larger or equal to a certain mipmap level N, have to345

be subdivided into 16 sub-fragments of 2m−2 pixel width346

instead of 4 sub-fragments of 2m−1 pixel width. We use347

N=5, hence only splitting fragments that are 322 and348

above to 16 sub-fragments for visibility testing.349

3.3.2. Ray Generation and Ray Tracing350

We generate K rays from each sub-fragment to ran-351

dom stratified positions on the light source. In our im-352

plementation, we use K=16 due to CUDA’s efficiency353

in dealing with threads of warp sizes. Hence, each frag-354

ment generates 64 rays from its sub-fragments. In cases355

where there are 16 sub-fragments, we trace 4 rays from356

each sub-fragment. This keeps the total number of rays357

fired to 64 rays per fragment.358

3.3.3. Bit Array Computation359

Our ray tracing produces visibility results between360

each of the 4 sub-fragments and points on the light.361

We use the visibility bit array similar to Nichols et al.’s362

work [8] for each sub-fragment. We label each of our363

sub-fragments in this section as A, B,C,D (refer to Fig-364

ure 2). Our main fragment thread counts the bit differ-365

ence, ray di f f , in visible rays between each of its sub-366

divided fragment. ray di f f can be computed by sev-367

eral OR (|) operations of all XOR (⊕) operation of all368
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Figure 2: Our shadow refinement pipeline. The pipeline receives fragments (except those of finest resolution) that have passed the depth-curvature
tests and light culling check. It performs a sequence of process: Subdivision, Ray Generation, Ray Tracing, Bit Comparison, and finally Shadow
Thresholding. The SFVT (green outlined boxes) performs the visibility testing. The number of new fragments generated is decided by its gradient
in GASS (red outlined rounded box). Newly generated fragments undergo visibility tests again, while fragments that are ’stable’ are transferred out.
The filled rounded boxes in gray indicate components of the transform feedback shader (TFS) stage that we use to receive and process fragments
as well as stream out fragments.

pair combinations of the sub-fragments’s binary visibil-369

ity array, Av to Dv, as seen in Equation 1.370

ray di f f = (Av ⊕ Bv)|(Bv ⊕Cv)|(Cv ⊕ Dv)|
(Dv ⊕ Av)|(Av ⊕ Dv)|(Bv ⊕ Dv)

(1)

RaysM = max(Count(Av),Count(Bv),
Count(Cv),Count(Dv))

(2)

Figure 3: Four sub-fragment gradients are stored into the first 20
bits of the integer max rays and the maximum number of light rays,
RaysM , visible among the sub-fragments is stored in the remaining
bits.

In addition, we store three additional integers. One371

integer variable (32 bits), max rays, stores the maxi-372

mum number of rays (RaysM) (Equation 2) that reach373

a fragment and gradient information of sub-fragments374

(Av ⊕ Dv, Bv ⊕ Av,Cv ⊕ Bv,Dv ⊕ Cv). The gradient in-375

formation is used in Section 3.3.5. RaysM can be com-376

puted by counting the bits of the sub-fragment with the377

most binary ’1’ bits (refer to Equation 2). The function,378

Count, returns the number of ’1’ bits in a bit array. The 4379

gradients are stored inside the first 20 bits of max rays.380

Figure 3 shows how the gradient information are stored381

together with RaysM into the integer, max rays. An-382

other 2 integer variables, Fv1, Fv2, store the visibility ar-383

ray (64 rays into 64 bits) of the 4 sub-fragments. Figure384

2 (gray box with green outline) shows the output from385

the SFVT. In cases where 16 sub-fragments are used, the386

ray information (4 rays per sub-fragment) in each of the387

16 sub-fragments are accumulated to 4 lower resolution388

sub-fragments (16 rays each). We use nearest neighbour389

downsampling for this work. SFVT is performed on the390

4 sub-fragments after downsampling. Similarly, the ray391

information from the 4 lower resolution fragments are392

stored in integers Fv1, Fv2.393

3.3.4. Discontinuity Thresholding for Soft Shadows394

In our work, we use a GPU ray tracer which is meant395

for processing a point array rather than fragments from a396

2D image. We use the standard graphics pipeline’s TFS,397

which can generate a compact array of fragments’ data398

which needs ray tracing. We supply a fragment list con-399

taining visibility information of its sub-fragments into400

the TFS. The total bit difference, ray di f f , is threshold401

against a user-defined value (we use 1-2 bit difference).402

If the bit difference is higher than the threshold value,403
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it indicates that the fragment has varying visibility and404

should be subdivided into four or more fragments and405

output into a transform feedback stream (see Section406

4.3). We note that our shadow refinement process could407

identify regions near shadow boundaries as visibility408

discontinuities tend to appear within fragments corre-409

sponding to these boundaries.410

3.3.5. Gradient Aware Soft Shadow Refinement (GASS)411

Once the above discontinuity thresholding is done,412

we can perform an additional refinement process that413

is able to refine a fragment to a maximum of 16 frag-414

ments of higher resolution instead of 4. We note that415

in some obvious scenarios, such as Figure 4a, a refine-416

ment to 4 higher resolution fragments is not sufficient to417

simulate soft shadow transitions and additional refine-418

ment passes are required in the next Transform Feed-419

back pass. These additional refinement passes would420

generate additional visibility ray queries during each421

pass. The key idea to reducing unnecessary refinement422

passes is to identify regions where a single refinement423

is not sufficient. These can be identified from the ar-424

eas with high gradients. We first compute the gradi-425

ents based on the absolute number of visibility bit dif-426

ferences in each sub-fragment along the directions in-427

dicated by the red arrows in Figure 4b. The numbers428

inside the red arrows refer to the absolute gradient be-429

tween the neighbouring sub-fragments.430

If the absolute gradient is higher than the threshold431

value (we use 7 bit differences), the 2 sub-fragments432

used in the gradient calculation are refined into 4 higher433

resolution fragments each. This is equivalent to be-434

ing refined 2 levels finer than the original fragment.435

For small gradients (below 7 bit differences), the sub-436

fragment only produces a single fragment. While it is437

arguable that we should use information within the frag-438

ment to decide for the second level of refinement, the439

GASS basically skips the need for this extra information440

by predicting fragments’ configurations ahead by one441

level. This enables us to refine down two mipmap levels442

instead of one, which in turn reduces unnecessary visi-443

bility tests that are usually required in-between. These444

four gradient information of the four sub-fragments can445

be easily stored into the first 20 bits of the integer446

(max rays), where each gradient data uses 5 bits for its447

magnitude.448

3.3.6. Dark Region Culling449

Fragments that are completely occluded from the450

light, based on RaysM , can be removed from further re-451

finement because they do not contain illumination. We452

can directly write the zero color value with an alpha453

(a) Normal Subdivision (b) Gradient Aware
Soft Shadow Refine-
ment

Figure 4: In the normal subdivision scheme, subdivision is performed
whenever the total number of bit differences between the 4 sub-
fragments exceeds a threshold. This high discontinuity is determined
by the total bit difference within a fragment. (a) The original subdivi-
sion scheme only refines a fragment to its next level of mipmap, which
is insufficient and requires additional refinement in the next pass. (b)
In our work, we subdivide each sub-fragment with high gradients into
2x2 sub fragments. The refinement criteria is described in the GASS
refinement scheme.

bit set into the illumination texture at the same mipmap454

level as the fragment. This indicates that the fragment455

in the illumination texture still has valid information for456

upsampling and interpolation.457

3.4. Additional Fragments Generation458

The single sample location in a large ’stable’ frag-459

ment center may still miss regions with thin shadows.460

Hence, additional fragments are added to the refine-461

ment. Placing additional fragments along the edges of462

each fragment also resolves interpolation/extrapolation463

issues. We generate three additional fragments with464

a specific pattern to maximize coverage using a mini-465

mum set of samples. These three fragments of mipmap466

level 0 are positioned at the top-center, top-left and left-467

center of the fragment. Additional fragments are only468

generated on fragments of mipmap level greater than 2.469

Figure 5 shows the placement of these new fragments470

(highlighted in cyan). The green region describes the471

’stable’ region that is defined by the soft shadow discon-472

tinuity thresholding process. For a scene shown in Fig-473

ure 6, only additional 2100 fragments were added on top474

of the previous 50k fragments, in which their additional475

computation time in the final render are negligible.476

3.5. Screenspace Irradiance Computation477

The ray intersection visibility information obtained478

from ray tracing can be re-used directly to compute irra-479
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Figure 5: Three fragments (in red) are positioned in the 16x16 and 8x8
sized fragments. Their location enables us to use radial basis functions
to compute fragment values in between. Texels in green indicate the
regions with little visibility discontinuity during SFVT.

Figure 6: Image in the center shows a fragment map of the Sponza
Scene after visibility discontinuities have been done. Image on the
left shows a zoomed in version of the fragment map of the center im-
age. The image on the right shows additional fragments, particularly
more obvious in the yellow circle (seen as small cyan dots), that are
generated to improve the accuracy of interpolating larger fragments.

diance for fragments between mipmap level 1 to Nmax,480

where Nmax is the lowest resolution fragment mipmap481

level. For fragments in mipmap level 0, rays need to482

be generated from the point to a stratified sampled posi-483

tion on the light to compute visibility. The irradiance at484

point xi can be computed with the ray information from485

K rays as follows:486

L(xi, ~ω) =
1
π

K∑
1

(~N · ~Lk) ∗ (~Nlight · ~−Lk) ∗ A ∗ Iintensity

|xi − xk light |
2 ,

(3)
where ~N refers to the normal of point xi. ~Lk refers to487

the vector from xi to a point xk light on the light. ~Nlight488

refers to the normal direction of the light. Iintensity refers489

to the intensity at xk light with area A. This irradiance490

computation is similar to that in distributed ray tracing.491

We do not include the bi-directional reflectance distri-492

bution function (BRDF) as intensity might not change493

smoothly when there are BRDF differences between494

neighbouring fragments. We instead multiply the final495

irradiance texture with an albedo term when we render496

the final image.497

3.6. Screenspace Single Pass Upsampling498

After generating fragments and computing their irra-499

diance information in an illumination texture, the irra-500

diance values of various fragment sizes are combined501

into a full image at its finest resolution, known as the502

irradiance texture. In the previous work by Nichols503

et al. [8], a multi pass upsampling algorithm is used,504

which performs bilinear interpolation upsampling and505

addition of illumination information for each mipmap506

level starting from the coarsest resolution. The multi507

pass algorithm gives too much influence to fragments508

from lower resolution. This is mainly because in each509

pyramid upsampling step, only information from lower510

resolutions can be obtained. This usually leads to arti-511

facts seen in Figure 7a, as fragments from lower reso-512

lution may have errors propagating to the higher reso-513

lution fragments. These errors can be reduced by us-514

ing their conservative diagonal refinement criteria [16]515

which generates excessive fragments near such visibil-516

ity discontinuities. However, if these refinements were517

to be missed in their refinement stage, as seen in the518

fragment map in Figure 7c, these artifacts are expected519

to be observed. In our proposed single pass upsampling,520

we were able to properly reduce the impact of those er-521

rors (Figure 7b) while using the same set of fragments522

as Nichols et al. [8]. This is done by using radial basis523

functions (RBF) to interpolate fragments’ value.524

Our single pass algorithm works by processing a full525

resolution texture, generating a fragment thread for each526

texel. In this section, we refer to the texel of the final ir-527

radiance texture as a target texel. If the target texel has528

illumination from mipmap level 0 to 2, we perform a di-529

rect copying of texel value from the illumination texture530

into the target texel. Subsequently, if the target fragment531

is from mipmap level 3 and above, we perform a bound-532

ary search as defined by the nearest two edges based on533

the quadrant that the target fragment falls in (Figure 9b).534

We only record down information of the nearest neigh-535

bouring fragment for each colored edge. We always use536

the additional fragments that were generated previously537

if they are closer to the target fragment than the neigh-538

bour texel’s center. The chosen neighbouring sample539

must be also within a distance of less than two times the540

texel size of the target fragment’s mipmap level.541

Since our sample data are scattered, we use scattered542

data interpolation techniques [23]. We employ Gaussian543

RBF as they provide a naturally smoothing function for544

interpolating scattered samples. Any two neighbouring545

texels or internal additional samples with the 2D cen-546

ter position of the target texel form a group of scattered547

samples, texel xi, needed for our basis functions Φi in548

Equation 4. To obtain an estimated irradiance value Î(x)549

8



(a) Nichols et al. [8] multi pass upsampling

(b) Our single pass upsampling

(c) Fragment map

Figure 7: (a) Artifacts (dotted red ellipse) in the multi pass upsampling
algorithm. Larger fragments are able to dominate pixel values and ig-
nore smaller neighbouring fragments despite being less accurate. This
artifacts appear as small holes or spikes near shadow boundaries. (b)
Our single pass algorithm reduces these artifacts (not completely) by
giving more weights to smaller fragments. (c) Both images in (a)(b)
are rendered with the same fragment map based on Nichols et al. re-
finement [8]. As observed by the yellow dotted ellipse, sometimes a
large fragment may fail to be refined.

(a) Adaptive Variance Scaling Factor

(b) Fixed Variance Scaling Factor [7]

Figure 8: Comparisons in per pixel square error with a Monte Carlo
reference image of the Sponza scene (1280x960 pixels, 64 samples
per fragment). Red color channel image on the right signifies the per
pixel difference. The same fragment refinement and number of frag-
ments are used for both renders. The errors have been scaled up to
9x for easier visualization. (a) Our adaptive variance scaling factor
approach results in siginificantly smaller sum of square errors (1.112)
than (7.482) our previous fixed variance scaling approach [7] in (b).

at target texel x, we first need to evaluate weight wi for550

each basis function Φi. This can be done by solving551

the linear Equation 5a, where w is a vector of weights552

wi and Φ is a correlation/distance matrix consisting of553

i rows and j columns of Φ. I is a vector consisting of554

irradiance values from the chosen samples.555

Î(x) =

3∑
i

wiΦi(‖x − xi‖), (4)

where
w = Φ−1 ∗ I, (5a)

Φi j = exp (−d2/C) (5b)

In Equation 5b, d is the L2 distance in texels between556

the chosen sample location, xi, and the target fragment557

x. We note that d was divided by the mipmap width of558

the target texel in our previous work [7]. This scaling559

factor enabled samples from coarser resolution to have560

higher variance, and those of finer resolution to have561

lower variance. Although, this approach has solved562

some artifacts related to the previous multi pass upsam-563

pling method, it led to fixed pattern artifacts in some564

parts of our results as seen in the error map in Figure 8b565

(right). For large fragments, this inversely large scaling566
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factor would cause nearby high resolution samples to567

have no significant difference in weights. In the worst568

case, the correlation matrix ,Φ, will be singular. We in-569

troduce a varying scaling factor, C, for fine tuning the570

variance in Equation 5b based on the samples chosen.571

We describe the computation for C in Equation 6 and572

also in the next paragraph.573

C = 2 ∗ (M̂ + 1) (6)

αi = exp (−d̂2/(2 ∗ tmin)) (7)

M̂ =

∑
αi ∗ Mi∑
αi

(8)

Firstly, for a chosen set of samples for a target texel,574

we find the smallest fragment width, tmin (in texels),575

among the samples and use them as a variance scal-576

ing factor for our Gaussian weights in Equation 7. The577

value d̂ is the normalized L2 distance between a sam-578

ple i and the target texel. Next, we compute a Gaus-579

sian weight, αi, and retrieve the mipmap level, Mi, for580

each sample and compute a normalized weighted sum581

to get a distance weighted mipmap level M̂. This term582

is used to compute our variance scaling factor, C. An583

additional of one added to M̂ prevents the division by584

zero error. Intuitively, Equation 8 conveys that a high585

resolution sample among the chosen set would reduce586

the variance. Hence, if a target texel is located in a large587

fragment but has several higher resolution samples cho-588

sen, it will have a low variance. These higher resolution589

samples would reduce the impact of the lower resolution590

fragment.591

We use only 3 to 4 RBFs such that the inverse could592

be easily calculated using the inverse function in the593

standard shader pipeline. In Figure 9a, we show the re-594

gion interpolated by our RBFs in the yellow triangle for595

computing the value of a target fragment (in blue). In596

target texels with less than 3 RBFs, we only need to do597

weighted interpolation using the function in Equation598

5b between 2 samples, x1 and x2, which produces the599

following interpolated value:600

Î(x) =
(Φ(‖x − x1‖) ∗ I(x1) + Φ(‖x − x2‖) ∗ I(x2))

Φ(‖x − x1‖) + Φ(‖x − x2‖)
(9)

We show comparisons with our previous work [7]601

which uses a fixed variance scaling factor based on frag-602

ment size in Figure 8b and our current work which uses603

an adaptive variance scaling factor based on weighted604

fragment size in Figure 8a. We exhibit 5x lower sum605

of square pixel error for this particular image. Further606

(a) Our upsampling scheme (b) Searching for neighbour-
ing fragments

Figure 9: (a) Our upsampling scheme on a target blue fragment. The
blue fragment is computed by using radial basis functions selected by
samples closest to the two boundaries edge (in green) and its nearest
fragment center. The cyan squares refer to the additional fragments
that were generated for large fragments. (b) If the target texel falls
within the top left of its parent fragment, the two edges in blue are
traversed to look for neighbouring samples. Similarly if the fragment
falls in the bottom right, the red edges are traversed. The similar can
be said for the green and yellow fragments which falls in the top right
and bottom left. The arrow indicates the direction to search for neigh-
bouring samples.

comparisons with Nichols et al. and Monte Carlo refer-607

ence images are presented in Section 5.608

4. Implementation609

4.1. Depth and Curvature Discontinuity Check610

We utilize the stream-compaction feature for the611

transform feedback shader (TFS) in OpenGL 4.0 (also612

available in DirectX 11). This pipeline allows us to pro-613

duce four separate arrays for our results. We are able614

to generate a separate list of 2D fragments that recur-615

sively require to be checked for discontinuity in its finer616

mipmap levels. The input fragments for the shadow re-617

finement stage are also accompanied by their normals618

and positions. We use the transform feedback shader619

since it is the fastest parallel processing pipeline to gen-620

erate a filtered compact stream from an unordered list of621

inputs.622

4.2. Ray Intersection Test623

As our input to the shadow refinement stage is in624

a tightly packed array, we can easily make use of625

CUDA’s GPGPU advantage to subdivide these input626

sample points and create ray information which are suit-627

able for OptiX Prime ray tracer [24]. CUDA’s shuffle628
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operations or SHFL also makes it easier for us to per-629

form reduction operations such as ray counting or ray630

summation when generating the visibility array.631

4.3. Discontinuity Thresholding - Transform Feedback632

Shader633

Similar to the depth-curvature discontinuity TFS, we634

make use of OpenGL’s stream-compaction feature to635

branch our results in the shadow refinement process.636

The first stream stores 4 to 16 sub-fragments coordi-637

nates depending on how GASS decides. This stream638

is for transferring fragments that need further visibil-639

ity testing. The second stream stores the 2D normal-640

ized screenspace positions of fragments that are greater641

than level 0 for those ’stable’ fragments. Tagged to-642

gether with the second stream stores the visibility in-643

formation of 64 rays using two 32-bit integers, this data644

can be re-used for computing irradiance. The last stream645

stores the 2D normalized screenspace positions of frag-646

ments that belong to mipmap level 0, the finest reso-647

lution. Once the refinement process is completed, we648

can read the 3D positions and normals from the frag-649

ments’ normalized 2D screenspace coordinates since650

screenspace positions and normals are provided in the651

initial screenspace render. Fragments of level 0 are sep-652

arated into a different stream because they do not have653

any visibility information that can be re-used for irra-654

diance computation. They should be stored separately655

and appended to the remaining fragments. We refer the656

reader to Figure 10 for the streaming process.657

The irradiance of each fragment in stream 2 is com-658

puted in CUDA using the visibility information that659

is also present from the stream. They are then ren-660

dered into an illumination texture. We note that there is661

an implementation difference compared to our previous662

work [7]. In our previous work [7], we have to sort the663

fragments into their respective mipmap level such that664

each fragments can be rendered into their appropriate665

mipmap level in the framebuffer via multiple passes of666

rendering. In this work, we use bindless image textures667

(introduced in OpenGL 4.2 GL ARB bindless texture668

together with ARB shader image load store) to write669

into every mipmap level of the irradiance texture con-670

currently without attaching any textures to the frame-671

buffer. This approach removes any computation over-672

heads involved in sorting fragments. In Nichols et673

al. [8]’s method, a flattened texture, which consists of674

all mipmap levels being appended to a single layer, is675

used instead. We avoid using their method as we have676

to recopy the texture to its un-flattened version for more677

efficient texture reading. We describe our bindless ren-678

dering process in Figure 11.679

Figure 10: In our transform feedback shader for shadow refinement,
three streams of output are produced. The TFS receives fragments
locations together with its ray tracing information. The first output
stream (box in green outline) returns ’unstable’ fragments of mipmap
level > 1, which should be further refined in the next cycle. Stream 2
(box in red outline) stores corresponding screenspace 2D coordinates
and visibility information as 2 output arrays. Stream 3 (box in blue
outline) stores screenspace 2D coordinates of level 0 fragments.

5. Results and Discussion680

We show our rendering results (Sponza, Sibenik and681

hairball scenes) in Figures 12a, 13a and 14a. The682

images are rendered with 64 samples per fragment in683

1280x960 resolution with a large majority of samples684

being re-used from the shadow refinement stage. Table685

1 shows the performance and data of the 3D models that686

we rendered. The rendering was performed on an Intel687

i5 3.40GHz CPU with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980688

GPU. The time needed in milliseconds (ms) for the vis-689

ibility tests and total rendering time are provided in the690

table. Upsampling takes a fairly little amount of time691

in all scenarios (1ms). This is mainly due to the fact692

that it is a screenspace algorithm. We show the Monte693

Carlo references with 64 samples per pixel in Figures694

12c, 13c, 14c while Figures 12d, 13d, 14d show vi-695

sual representation of the fragments we used, with cyan696

being the color of the highest resolution fragment and697

white being the lowest resolution fragment. Our results,698

particularly shadow boundary regions such as the shad-699

ows caused by a large area light in Figure 12a behind700

the pillars, are similar to our Monte Carlo references.701

As seen in Table 1, our timings are 24% to 45% faster702

and generates 9% to 37% fewer fragments than Nichols703

et al. [8]. Our single pass upsampling stage also signifi-704

cantly reduces errors in magnitudes lower than Nichols705

et al.’s multi pass technique (33x to 81x). The improve-706

ment in per pixel sum of square error is more evident707

in scenes with complex geometry. In Figure 12a, our708

technique directly reduces the number of visibility sam-709

ples compared to Nichols et al. [8] by 2.8 times. Figures710

12d (right), 13d(right), 14d (right) show that the differ-711

ence in our results (for direct illumination) compared712
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Figure 11: Once our set of ’stable’ fragments is retrieved, fragments are converted to their 3D positions, x and normals N. Fragments larger
than mipmap level 0 can reuse their visibility information from our SFVT to compute their irradiance based on the formulation for distributed ray
tracing. Those at mipmap level 0 will need to perform a visibility test before their irradiance values can be computed. The fragments, with their
irradiance values, will then be written to the appropriate mipmap level of textures via bindless image textures.

to the Monte Carlo references is barely visible unless713

it is scaled. The absolute difference in the pixel values714

to the reference images is very small unless magnified.715

Nevertheless, it should be understood that error metrics716

such as sum of square error scales up with the overall717

brightness in the scene. Hence we have also provided718

the normalized sum of square error (NMSE), which is719

equivalent to the sum of square error normalized by the720

sum of pixel intensity in the reference image. Similarly,721

the results from Nichols et al.’s work [8] are shown in722

Figures 12b, 13b, 14b with their error maps visualized723

in Figures 12e(right), 13e(right), 14e(right).724

The hairball object in Figure 14 is a much more com-725

plicated object and we were able to well approximate its726

fine details and the shadows it generates. For this partic-727

ular scene, we were able to achieve errors of 80x lesser728

than that in Nichols et al.’s work [8], mainly because729

we avoid blurring the geometric details on the surface730

of the hairball. However in terms of fragments gener-731

ated, our scheme only reduces it by 9%. This is because732

the soft shadow regions only take up a small propor-733

tion of pixels compared to the entire image. The ren-734

dering time for this model is higher compared to that in735

the Sponza and Sibenik scene despite fewer fragments.736

This is mainly due to the computational overheads of737

ray tracing through a complicated mesh of 2.8 million738

triangles.739

Our technique can handle dynamic lighting, dynamic740

viewpoints and deformable or moving geometry. How-741

ever, rendering time for moving geometry can be con-742

strained by the number of triangles in the geometry.743

This is due to the time needed for recontructing the744

acceleration structure in a ray tracer. A rasterizer ray745

tracer, which uses a voxel acceleration structure, would746

perform better in this aspect, but we would need to con-747

sider the amount of ray marching in rasterizer ray trac-748

ers which would have make ray tracing slower.749

The single pass upsampling algorithm, although im-750

proved since our previous work [7], still produces cer-751

tain fixed pattern artifacts. This is mainly due to the752

artifacts caused by extrapolation in RBF interpolation,753

as well as the lack of correlation between samples used754

between neighbouring fragments. Nevertheless, this is-755

sue can be solved by adding more samples to the RBF756

but with performance in consideration, we only used up757

to 4 samples. Skala [22] proposed using an incremental758

block matrix method to compute the inverse of the cor-759

relation matrix. His method could be used when deal-760

ing with more than 4 samples, which we leave for future761

work. In our single pass upsampling method, we do gain762

some trade-offs in using lesser texture memory due to763

the removal of intermediate textures that were formerly764

needed in the multi pass upsampling approach. Further765

optimizations, such as approximating depth discontinu-766

ity based on the size of the light, can be considered. Ar-767

tifacts may also be present due to undersampling in the768

presence of large area lights. For these cases, it is advis-769

able to use more visibility rays. We show further results770

with planar lights of varying sizes. Although casting 16771

rays per sub-fragment is sufficient for these light sizes772

based on our experiments in Figure 16, noise from un-773

dersampling would be expected for larger lights. This774
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Table 1: Rendering statistics for 1280x960 images. Figures 12a, 13a, 14a show our results, while Figures 12c, 13c, 14c are Monte Carlo references.
Nichols et al.’s [8] result are shown in Figures 12b, 13b and 14b. L2 Error refers to the sum of square error when compared to the reference image.
The normalized mean square error (NMSE) are also provided in the brackets after the L2 error. NMSE is represented using scientific notation.
Each pixel is stored in normalized float format. A lower error indicates a better quality.

Figure Triangles Fragments Visibility
Rays

Visibility
Test
(ms)

Upsampling
(ms)

Time
(ms)

L2 Error
(NMSE)

12a - Ours 66450 327,775 7,817k 44 1 105 12.14
(5.42e-4)

12b - Nichols et. al. [8] 66450 517,778 23,071k 91 4 194 204.1
(7.28e-3)

12c - Monte Carlo 66450 1,228,800 - - - 219 -
13a - Ours 75284 380,889 4,143k 28 1 89 7.108

(2.82e-4)
13b - Nichols et. al. [8] 75284 431,637 12,032k 58 4 131 134.3

(5.32e-3)
13c - Monte Carlo 75284 1,228,800 - - - 173 -
14a - Ours 2,850,000 223,231 1,820k 57 1 258 18.38

(1.07e-3)
14b - Nichols et. al. [8] 2,850,000 245,864 5,450k 118 4 340 1473

(7.10e-2)
14c - Monte Carlo 2,850,000 1,228,800 - - - 484 -

noise can be observed in Figure 15a where the light775

source is large and 64 samples per fragment is insuf-776

ficient in removing the noise. However, this noise is777

unlikely to contribute towards higher error rates. This778

is because for larger light sources, higher number of779

fragments are expected to be produced, which in turn,780

reduces overall error as observed in Figure 16e. We781

show further results in our ’NMSE vs Light Size’ chart782

in Figure 17 for the Sibenik scene configuration in Fig-783

ure 13a. The NMSE error rate does not fluctuate much784

and remains significantly lower than Nichols et al.’s [8]785

approach. Although we have not demonstrated using786

textured lighting in our work, it can be done by gener-787

ating a set of VPLs on the textured light for visibility788

testing in a similar way to Nichols et al.’s [25]. We can789

set a limit on the maximum number of VPLs allowed790

to ensure interactive performance. Similar to Nichols791

et al’s paper [8], we do not refine a fragment based on792

differences in light energy entering it but on visibility793

differences, hence the textured appearance of the light794

has no effect on the rendering performance.795

6. Conclusion and Future Work796

We have presented a multi resolution approach that is797

able to render direct illumination efficiently by culling798

off large portion of unnecessary fragments using our799

sub-fragment visibility test (SFVT) and gradient aware800

soft shadow refinement (GASS) techniques. The SFVT801

scheme performs visibility discontinuity check across802

a smaller distance and area, and tends to generate less803

fragments compared to previous conservative methods.804

Our GASS technique then decides on the number of805

fragments for refinement. A single pass Gaussian RBF806

interpolation upsampling approach was proposed to re-807

duce the impacts of shadow artifacts that were visible in808

the previous multi pass upsampling approach. In addi-809

tion, our shadow refinement approach was able to fully810

utilize the streaming architecture of the transform feed-811

back shader as well as the bindless texture extension.812

As the next step in our research, we are going to813

consider incorporating various filtering techniques, as814

discussed in the related work, which could further re-815

duce the amount of ray samples needed on each frag-816

ment. This multi resolution approach can be run orthog-817

onally with many sampling techniques. For example, a818

screenspace analysis of the variance of each pixel can819

let us determine the minimum number of samples re-820

quired for rendering illumination from area lights. This821

will identify fragments that can be rendered with less822

than 64 samples. Currently, this work is able to render823

diffuse materials in a deferred manner. We intend to ex-824

tend our work to specular or other complex materials in825

the future. This would mean performing visibility sam-826

pling based on the specular cone of the material rather827

than the solid angle extended by the surface of the light.828
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(a) Our result (b) Nichols et al.’s [8] result (c) Monte Carlo reference

(d) Our fragment map and error map (e) Nichols et al.’s [8] fragment map and error map

(f) Light size 1 unit

Figure 12: Rendering of the Sponza (McGuire Graphics Data) in 1280x960 pixels with direct illumination. In Figure 12d (right), we show the L2
error map in irradiance values (with scaling factor of 1x and 9x) between Figures 12a and 12c. The error map is mapped to the red color channel.
Similarly Figure 12e (right) shows the L2 error map between Figures 12b and the reference image 12c. (f) shows the location and size of our planar
light source.
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(a) Our result (b) Nichols et al.’s [8] result (c) Monte Carlo reference

(d) Our fragment map and error map (e) Nichols et al.’s [8] fragment map and error map

(f) Our light source

Figure 13: Rendering of the Sibenik (McGuire Graphics Data) in 1280x960 pixels with direct illumination. In Figure 13d (right), we show the L2
error map in irradiance values (with scaling factor of 1x and 9x) between Figures 13a and 13c. The error map is mapped to the red color channel.
Similarly Figure 13e (right) shows the L2 error map between Figures 13b and the reference image 13c. (f) shows the location and size of our planar
light source.
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(a) Our result (b) Nichols et al.’s [8] result (c) Monte Carlo reference

(d) Our fragment map and error map (e) Nichols et al.’s [8] fragment map and error map

Figure 14: Rendering of the hairball object (McGuire Graphics Data) in 1280x960 pixels with direct illumination. In Figure 14d (right), we show
the L2 error map in irradiance values (with scaling factor of 1x and 9x) between Figures 14a and 14c. The error map is mapped to the red color
channel. Similarly Figure 14e (right) shows the L2 error map between Figures 14b and the reference image 14c.

(a) Light configuration in Sibenik scene (b) Monte Carlo reference (c) Our result

Figure 15: (a) The light configuration in the Sibenik scene. (b) A Monte Carlo reference is rendered for direct illumination from the area light
source at 64 samples per fragment. (c) Rendering of our result at 64 samples per fragment. Visible random noise from under-sampling can be
observed when the light is too large.
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(a) Light size 2 unit (b) Light size 3.5 unit

(c) Our result for size 2 (d) Monte Carlo reference for size 2

(e) Our result for size 3.5 (f) Monte Carlo reference for size 3.5

Figure 16: Experiments with varying area light sizes and their positions. Renderings are done in 1280x960 pixels. First row indicates 2 various
sizes of lights that we used. Second row indicates the results of rendering for a light of size 2 for our result (c) and it’s error map, at the top right,
(scaled 20x) is computed by comparing against a Monte Carlo reference(d). Third row indicates the results of rendering for a light of size 3.5. Sum
of square errors (NMSE) for the rendered images in (c) and (e) are 6.225 (4.87e-4) and 4.297 (3.59e-4). The bottom right image of (c),(e) shows
the fragment map.
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Figure 17: Plot of NMSE vs Light Size. The horizontal axis repre-
sent the one dimension length of the light, where the actual area of
the lights used in the experiments are from 12, 1.52, to 32. NMSE of
our work represented by the blue lines. Our error rate remains sig-
nificantly lower than Nichols et al. [8]. Overall error in the image is
unaffected by the light size.
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